Abstract-Quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) modeling using high-throughput screening (HTS) data is a powerful technique which enables the construction of predictive models. These models are utilized for the in silico screening of libraries of molecules for which experimental screening methods are both cost-and time-expensive. Machine learning techniques excel in QSAR modeling where the relationship between structure and activity is often complex and non-linear. As these HTS data sets continue to increase in number of compounds screened, extensive feature selection and cross validation becomes computationally expensive. Leveraging massively parallel architectures such as graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate the training algorithms for these machine learning techniques is a cost-efficient manner in which to combat this problem. In this work, several machine learning techniques are ported in OpenCL for GPU-acceleration to enable construction of QSAR ensemble models using HTS data. We report computational performance numbers using several HTS data sets freely available from PubChem database. We also report results of a case study using HTS data for a target of pharmacological and pharmaceutical relevance, cytochrome P450 3A4, for which an enrichment of 94% of the theoretical maximum is achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Quantitative structure activity relationships (QSAR) correlate complex non-linear relations between chemical structure and biological activity [1, 2] . In its conception, QSAR investigated biological activity of compounds as related to their physicochemical properties using linear regression [3, 4] . Modern QSAR techniques couple machine learning with 2-D and 3-D molecular descriptors [5, 6] . QSAR modeling has proven useful as a virtual screening tool in drug discovery [1] . Machine learning techniques as applied to QSAR modeling have been successful not only in virtual screening, but also for the prediction of parameters of pharmacological and pharmaceutical relevance [7] .
Machine Learning algorithms have shown exciting potential in developing QSAR models to predict biological activity data [8] [9] [10] . The algorithms derive a model based on data acquired from experimentally screened compound libraries. These models are then used to screen large virtual libraries in silico. The result of this virtual screen is a prioritized subset of compounds for acquisition or synthesis that is enriched for active molecules [9] .
Machine learning model ensembles can reduce prediction error by compensating misclassification with the consensus of all trained models [11] . Previous studies have shown that the performance of ensemble classifiers trained on HTS data can be significantly better than single models alone [8, 12, 13] .
As high-throughput screening (HTS) data becomes more readily available through such initiatives as PubChem [14] , the impact of QSAR modeling becomes increasingly apparent [8, 9] . While the chemical screening libraries used in HTS campaigns are on the order of 10 3 -10 6 molecules, the available chemical space is much greater (10 8 ), with over 60,000,000 substances currently catalogued in the Chemical Abstracts database [15] . QSAR models constructed using machine learning techniques can be used to virtually screen the available chemical space for which experimental methods are prohibitively time and cost expensive.
While prediction with machine learning models for virtual screening campaigns is both cost and time efficient, extensive feature selection with cross validation becomes computationally expensive. As the size of HTS libraries continues to grow, complete optimization of these QSAR models becomes more difficult due to this computational intensity. One method of ameliorating this expense is through leveraging massively parallel architectures such as graphics processing units to accelerate the training algorithms.
Here, we present results for several machine learning techniques accelerated using OpenCL for training machine learning models on HTS data implemented in the BioChemistry Library (BCL), a C++ library developed at Vanderbilt University. The BCL provides functionality for generating molecular descriptors, training artificial neural networks, support vector machines with the extension for regression, kappa nearest neighbor, Kohonen networks, and decision trees, as well as all tools necessary for analysis, virtual screening, and similarity analysis. Virtual screening tools and similarity measures are also accelerated using OpenCL implementations. The performance improvements achieved through this GPU-acceleration of these methods is up to 2 orders of magnitude (283x). The advantages over existing implementations of GPU-accelerated machine learning techniques are the use of the open standard OpenCL where most implementations utilize CUDA or CUDA libraries, and also tight integration with cheminformatics specific tools within the BCL. Model performance results are also provided for a case study of a pharmacologically relevant target, cytochrome P450 3A4.
II. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
Artificial neural networks and support vector machine algorithms have OpenCL implementations allowing them to run on a graphics processing unit (GPU), and are also threaded using posix threads. These algorithms are well-established in chemistry and biology for quantitative structure property relationship modeling [7] and have been successfully applied to quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) modeling using HTS data [8, 9] . The BCL also contains implementations of kappa nearest neighbor, Kohonen Network, and decision trees. Kohonen Networks and decision trees implemented in the BCL are not multi-threaded nor are they OpenCL enabled. Kappa nearest neighbor does have an OpenCL implementation, but is not multi-threaded using posix threads. This is reflected in the timings in Table III . These methods in the context of QSAR have been described in our previous work [7] [8] [9] 16] .
A. Artificial Neural Network
Artificial neural networks (ANN) [17] [18] [19] [20] are modeled after the brain in that layers of neurons are linked by weighted connections. Input data are summed by their weights, an activation function is applied, and that output is used as input into the next layer, and so on. This is described as follows:
where d is the number of features or dimensionality, is the activation function i.e. sigmoid or Gaussian, n H is the number of neurons in the hidden layer, c is the number of outputs, w ji are the weights, and x i is the input data. In this supervised training implementation, the differences between the calculated z k output and the known experimental value t k allow for error back-propagation:
The weight changes attempt to minimize the root mean square deviation (rmsd) between calculated and target values.
B. Support Vector Machine with Extention for Regression
SVM learning with extension for regression estimation (SVR) [21] represents a supervised machine learning approach successfully applied in the past [22] . The main principles focus on linear functions defined in high-dimensional feature space [23] , risk minimization according to Vapnik's -intensive loss function, and structural risk minimization [24] of a risk function consisting of the empirical error and the regularized term.
Given an error threshold , SVRs seek to approximate a function resembling in a -tube around the approximation that maximizes the coverage of training data points in feature space. The applied distance measure in the high-dimensional space is a Radial Basis Function Kernel. ,
III. VIRTUAL HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING Upon successful construction of optimized models, a virtual high-throughput screen (vHTS) can be performed. Optimized models are used to calculate a predicted activity of molecules screened. This has been implemented in OpenCL for ANN and SVM to achieve hardware-acceleration.
IV. SIMILARITY ANALYSIS
Similarity analysis is common practice in both machine learning and cheminformatics alike. Chemical similarity measures are the basis for database screening, and clustering. Here, we provide a GPU-accelerated tool for calculating several similarity coefficients (Table I ) which serve as distance measures for bcl::Cluster [25] . This similarity application can operate on either feature vectors directly or SD files, generating the desired feature vectors for molecules on-the-fly. SD files are an industry standard file format for describing molecules and their atomic coordinates.
TABLE I SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS

Similarity Measure Description
Hardware acceleration of several machine learning techniques of interest in this work, ANN, SVM, and kNN, enable thorough feature selection and parameter optimization of large HTS data sets which would otherwise be computationally prohibitive. Here, we provide implementation details for the OpenCL hardware-acceleration achieved in this work for ANN and SVM as the kNN implementation is taken from previous work by Garcia et al [26] . All reduction and matrix-vector operation OpenCL kernels use a block size of 256x1 while transposition, matrix-matrix multiplication, and pairwise similarity measurement OpenCL kernels use a block size of 16x16. Shared memory and register tiling is used whenever possible.
A. Artificial Neural Network Training
During ANN training using OpenCL, nearly all calculations are performed on the GPU with the exception of partial reductions which are completed on the CPU. The training proceeds through batch training such that matrix-matrix operations are leveraged. The OpenCL kernels written for this implementation include transpose, matrix-matrix multiplication, sigmoid, derivative of sigmoid, matrix-matrix addition, calculation of error terms k and j, column-wise reduction sum, calculation of change terms, and rmsd calculation. The implementation is outlined in Figure 1 . 
B. Support Vector Machine Training
For the SVM training algorithm, only the more computationally expensive portions of the algorithm are offloaded to the GPU for acceleration. The implementation uses sequential minimal optimization [27] and offloads kernel matrix calculation (RBF, Polynomial, Linear), all ArgMin and ArgMax functions, bias calculations, and the updating of alpha status and gradients.
C. Prediction
For prediction using ANN models, the first six functions outlined in Figure 1 are used to arrive at the predicted output. This leverages the most efficient OpenCL kernels in the algorithm and achieves significant performance acceleration.
D. Similarity Measures
The similarity measures used in this work utilize a general pairwise OpenCL kernel scheme reported by Chang et al [28] for the CUDA implementation of Manhattan distance calculation. Each block of threads calculates a sub-matrix of the resulting output where each thread is responsible for one output value. The OpenCL kernel for Dice is shown in Figure 2 .
VI. GENERAL PERFORMANCE
Performance measurements were taken using several HTS data sets acquired through PubChem. These data sets are summarized in Table II . Actives are those molecules which elicit the desired response in the biological experiments while inactives do not. Performance numbers are reported for each machine learning technique for both CPU and GPU implementations where appropriate. Timings were performed on a Dell T3500 workstation equipped with 12GB RAM and an Intel(R) Xeon(R) W3570@3.20GHz running 64-bit CentOS 5.2.
The OpenCL GPU implementation timings were performed on NVIDIA GTX 480. A. Training Each data set was obtained from the PubChem database and was trained using the machine learning methods available within the BCL to predict the inhibition values (IC 50 ) as output. Thus, these are not simply classifications as active/inactive. The resulting performance numbers are shown ANN, a three layer network was traine propagation for 100 epochs with 16 neuron layer. SVM was trained 100 iterations wit function kernel with gamma of 0.1 and a cost o performed using a kappa of 11. Kohonen netw of 20 x 20 nodes for 100 iterations. DT was information gain. The objective function used was rmsd. Times reported in Table III are CPU/CPU_6-core/GPU. These results are to performance of the implementations and acceleration achieved through threading acceleration. As such, the number of epochs m sufficient to fully train the models, which was this performance evaluation since implementations give identical results implementations. 
B. Prediction
Prediction speeds were then assessed using for vHTS. Numbers reported in Table IV a predicted per second. GPU performance parenthesis for ANN and SVM. 
C. Similarity Analysis
The active data sets for each screen we using the 5 similarity measures described in performance of these calculations is reported CPU time is reported in seconds with the GPU parenthesis. Maximum speed-up achieved is each measure. 
VII. CASE STUDY: CYP3A4
The data for this case study was bioassay ID 884. The high-throu inhibition of cytochrome P450 3A4 10,500 molecules. CYP3A4 is invo clearance of xenobiotics.
A. Data Set
The data set contains 3,438 molecules. The molecules and bio from the PubChem database an generated with Corina [29] . Atomic and descriptors using these prope using the BCL and stored in a spe rapid descriptor subset generation an
B. Training Methods
This case study involved the gen SVM, KNN, Kohonen, and DT m CYP3A4 inhibition. Additionally, c using equal weighting were investig single algorithm predictive models.
1) Feature Selection
Feature selection is a critic optimization during QSAR model 1,284 features were generated for e 60 groups as described in previous w feature selection (FFS) was then pe learning technique individually wi using average enrichment as the fina where TP = true positive, FP = positives, and N = actual negatives. the enrichments achieved by th trainings.
Forward Feature selection descr search algorithm among all feature feature is selected and trained foll respective objective functions. The elected as the starting subset for th each remaining feature is added t iterative fashion resulting in N-1 fea The best performing feature s starting set for the next round. This acquired through PubChem ughput screen assayed the (CYP3A4) on a data set of lved in the metabolism and active and 7,066 inactive activities were downloaded nd 3D coordinates were c and molecular properties, erties, were then generated ecialized binary format for nd to reduce I/O. neration of optimized ANN, models for the prediction of consensus ensemble models gated and compared against cal component of model l construction. A total of each molecule comprised of work [7] . Sequential forward erformed for each machine ith 5-fold cross validation al objective function:
= false positive, P = actual . The average is taken from e 5-fold cross validation ribes a deterministic greedy groups. First, every single lowed by the evaluation of e top performing feature is e next round of FFS. Next, o the current subset in an ature sets. set is chosen again as the process is repeated until all features are selected and the best descriptor combination is determined as shown in Figure 3 .
2) Model Optimization
Using the optimized feature set for each algorithm, parameters for the algorithms were then optimized. This included the optimization of η and α for ANN, C and γ for SVM with RBF, and kappa for KNN. Upon completion of parameter optimization, the models were fully cross validated which involved 10 rounds of 5-fold cross validation such that every molecule in the data set was used in the independent test set once.
3) Ensemble Predictors
The use of ensemble predictors with multiple machine learning techniques was then investigated by analyzing the predictive performance of every unique combination of optimized machine learning models in a consensus approach. Thus, the average prediction of the 50 models generated for each machine learning technique during the final cross validation process is used as a single prediction for that method. Average predictions using every unique combination are then calculated and analyzed by average enrichment. The different machine learning models have equal weighting in ensemble predictions.
4) Model Analysis
Model analysis is a critical phase during the construction of QSAR models to evaluate the predictive power of the trained models. In this work, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are used to evaluate machine learning performance ROC curves are plots of true positive rates (TPR) versus false positive rates (FPR) when calculated outputs are sorted:
Additionally, average enrichment is also calculated and used for model performance analysis.
C. Results
The final objective function values of average enrichment for the optimized models are shown in Table VI. The maximum theoretical enrichment possible is 3.06. Algorithmic parameters used during feature selection and those achieved through optimization for ANN, SVM, and KNN using the optimized feature sets for the respective algorithms are shown in Table VII. Ensemble predictors were then constructed using every unique combination of optimized models. The results of the objective function evaluations using these ensemble predictors are shown in Table VIII . The best performance as evaluated by average enrichment, AUC, and RMSD was the ensemble predictor ANN/KNN/Kohonen which achieved an average enrichment of 2.89, 94% of the theoretical maximum. The ROC curve for this ensemble predictor is shown in Figure 4 . 
D. Conclusion
Here, we have utilized GPU-accelerated machine learning techniques implemented in the BCL to demonstrate the utility of ensemble predictors for QSAR modeling and shown the significant performance improvements that can be achieved over single algorithms alone. Additionally, we have constructed a high-performance predictive model for CYP3A4 inhibition, a valuable tool in drug discovery and pharmacology. This model will be made freely available for academic use at www.meilerlab.org.
VIII. DISCUSSION
Here, we have discussed the utility of GPU-accelerated machine learning algorithms for QSAR modeling using HTS data. These hardware-accelerated algorithms enable the construction of high-quality, high-performance QSAR models while also enabling rapid virtual screening campaigns due to this acceleration. Additionally, we have shown a case study using a target of pharmacological and pharmaceutical relevance using freely available data from PubChem. With the accelerated performance achieved in this work, construction of optimized models shows a speed up of over two orders of magnitude allowing the construction of optimized models on a GPU-equipped workstation in only 24 hours using large data sets. Virtual screening has also been accelerated such that the entire PubChem database of 31+ million compounds can be screened in under an hour.
